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The Pros and Cons of Democracy
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Invited

Abstract—We introduce the concept of “democracy,” in which the indi-
vidual bits in a coarsely quantized representation of a signal are all given
“equal weight” in the approximation to the original signal. We prove that
such democratic representations cannot achieve the same accuracy as op-
timal nondemocratic schemes.

Index Terms—Democratic decoding, sigma–delta quantization.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The problem discussed in this correspondence arose in a study of
the mathematical properties of so-called sigma–delta(��) converters,
used extensively in analog to digital (A/D) and digital to analog (D/A)
conversion, and of the accuracy that can be achieved by the most widely
used decoders for the�� bitstreams, often carried out by simple con-
volution. There exist many different types of useful�� converters,
adapted to a wide range of applications; for more information, see [1],
[17]. For the mathematical discussion in this correspondence, we need
only the following: given a band-limited functionf bounded by1, i.e.,
jf(t)j < 1, sampled at rate�� (throughout this correspondence,�
stands for the Nyquist sampling rate�=
 corresponding to the (fixed)
band limit
; we always consider� significantly larger than1), 1-bit
��-algorithms produce sequences(qn)n2 , with qn 2 f�1; 1g, such
that, for appropriate finite filter sequencesh, one can construct a good
approximation to the original sample values by convolvingh andq;
moreover, the error
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�

l

hk�lql (1)

can be bounded uniformly ink and independently of the choice off
within our constraints. Typically, the filtersh depend on�, and their
length increases linearly with�; the approximation error (1) decreases
as� increases, with a decay rate that depends on the chosen algorithm.
For stableM th-order��-algorithms, and for filtersh[M](�) that sat-
isfy certain technical conditions, one derives (see [2])
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k�l ql � C[M ]�

�M (2)

for all band-limited functionsf bounded uniformly byA < 1, with
C[M ] independent off and of�. The estimate in [2] for the constant
C[M ] in (2) grows like�2�M with M . As far as we know, this is the
only rigorous result for arbitrary bounded band-limited functions and
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arbitrary order. For the first-order��-algorithm, Güntürk proved the
following stronger result [7]–[9]:
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k�lql � C��4=3+� (3)

except near sample points where the derivativef 0 of f vanishes. (For an
exact statement of this result and others, and for proofs, see [8], [9].) It
is believed, and simulations bear out, that, if one averages over “time,”
the optimal result for first-order�� is slightly stronger than (3); more
precisely

lim
K!1
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this has not been proved for general band-limited functions. Heuristic
arguments, which replace the difference betweenf( k

��
) and an aux-

iliary sequenceuk that arises in the��-algorithms, by a uniformly
distributed “white-noise” sequence, do lead to an estimate of type (4).
For the very restricted case wheref is a constant, and after averaging
over the possible values of this constant, the��3 decay of (4) has been
proved rigorously in [5]; see also [11] for another analysis. This result
was also extended to other special cases forf , such as a sinusoid in [6].

For constant input, (2) can be improved for higher order�� schemes
as well; see, e.g., [12]–[15] and [18]; these refinements give a small
gain in the power of� and typically correspond to estimates of average
errors (mean square error (MSE) estimates) as in the left-hand side of
(4) rather than pointwise errors as in (2).

In all these studies, and even for constant input, the bounds on (1)
decay like powers of�. By optimizing overM in (2) one achieves
slightly more; forM� = (log�)=2�, one finds
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h
[M ]; (�)
k�l ql � C��(log �)=4� : (5)

This approximation rate seems far from optimal. To illustrate this, let
us consider the case wheref(t) = x is a constant. Since the filter
length in (2) for anM th-order scheme is proportional toM�, and the
optimalM� in (5) is of orderO(log�), formula (5) requiresO(� log �)
bits to reconstructx with accuracyO(2�(log �) ). This is a dismal
performance when we compare with ordinary binary encoding; ifx 2
(�1; 1) is written asx = 2w � 1, with

w =

1

k=1

bk2
�k 2 (0; 1); bk 2 f0; 1g

then the choiceqk = 2bk � 1 2 f�1; 1g leads to

x�

K

k=1

qk2
�k � 2�K (6)

or the familiar accuracy of orderO(2��) for O(�) bits.
There is one important difference between the approximations used

in (6) and (1). The bitsqk in the binary expansion in (6) playunequal
roles: the first bit gives the largest contribution, and the importance of
theqk diminishes exponentially ask increases. In the convolution re-
construction in (1), the relative importance is spread more evenly over
the differentql: for one fixedk, the role of theql in the reconstruction
of f( k

��
) is measured byhk�l, and may of course vary withl; how-

ever, when one reconstructs a large family of consecutivef( k
��
), say

for �K � k � K, whereK exceeds the length of the filterh, i.e.,
K > L := #fl; hl 6= 0g, then theql with �K + L � l � K � L
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are used, on the average, with the same weight. We shall describe this
“equal influence” of theql in (1) by saying that these bits aredemo-
cratic in the convolutional approximation used in (1). (Note that other,
nonlinear, formulas have been proposed to compute an approximation
to the sample values off from the�� sequence(ql)l2 , in which the
ql are not treated democratically, since nonlinear relationships with the
neighboringql+j play a role. In general, these more sophisticated tech-
niques succeed in improving the polynomial decay rate of the approx-
imation error, but the approximation rate is still only polynomial. In
[11], for instance, it is shown that no formula, linear or not, can achieve
better thanO(��2) approximation for a first-order��-scheme.)

The question that concerns us here is whether and to what extent the
democracy of theql in (1) contributes to the less-than-optimal accuracy
of these convolutional approximations, as shown in estimate (5). This
correspondence will give a partial answer only, because we shall re-
strict ourselves to considering constant functions, instead of the much
larger class of bounded band-limited functions. Even for this much
smaller family, we shall see that a decoder that treats bits democrat-
ically cannot achieve theO(2�K) approximation rate, givenK bits,
that is customary for binary expansions; this is our main result. How-
ever, there remains a large gap, as we shall see, between the theoretical
limitations imposed by democracy, as proved by our Theorem 2.3, and
the approximation rate of (5).

In Section II, we define more precisely what we mean, in the frame-
work of this correspondence, bydemocracyfor the encoding and de-
coding of numbers in the interval(�1; 1), and we prove our main
theorem on the incompatibility of the optimal accuracy achieved by
(6) with this notion of democracy. Although our original question was
motivated by work of one of us on�� schemes, it is to be noted that
Theorem 2.4 applies to arbitrary decoding schemes, whether they are
associated with�� or not. In Section III, we discuss our result and its
shortcomings, and we outline some open questions in this context.

II. DEMOCRACY VERSUSACCURACY

For the sake of simplicity, we transform our problem from the in-
terval (�1; 1) to (0; 1) (as in the argument preceding (6)); we can
also, without loss of generality, include the two endpoints.

Consider now two maps, theN -bit encoderE from [0; 1] to
f0; 1gN , and thedecoderD from f0; 1gN to [0; 1]. Given a number
w in [0; 1], E(w) gives us anN -bit representation forw; from an
N -bit representationa 2 f0; 1gN , the decoder gives us a candidate
numberD(a). We shall assume that, for allN -bit sequencesa in
f0; 1gN , ED(a) = a; however, for all but at most2N elementsw
of [0; 1], DE(w) 6= w, since the range ofD contains at most2N

elements.
It is then natural to define theaccuracyA(E; D) of the encoding+

decoding process as the maximum distortion that can be incurred

A(E; D) := sup
w2[0; 1]

jw �DE(w)j:

For eachw 2 [0; 1], we can define theencoding neighborhoodVw
of w as the set of all elements of[0; 1] that are encoded to the same
N -bit sequence; we denote bydw the diameter of this set

Vw := E�1[E(w)]; dw := sup
u;v2V

ju� vj:

It follows from the definition ofA(E; D) that, for allw 2 [0; 1],
dw � 2A(E; D). Note that the setVw is completely determined by
E(w); in particular, there are at most2N different setsVw. Because
theVw together cover[0; 1], it follows that

1 �
a2E([0; 1])

dD(a) � 2N+1A(E; D):

The optimal accuracyA(E; D) = 2�(N+1) is achieved by midpoint
binary quantization, where

D(b1; b2; . . . ; bN) = 2�(N+1) +

N

k=1

2�kbk

and where encoding ofw consists in picking theN -tuple
(b1; b2; . . . bN) corresponding to the nearest point tow of this
form.

Note that for any given decoderD (that is, for any given set of2N

points in[0; 1]), one can always use Voronoi regions to define the op-
timal encoderEopt (i.e., the encoderE that minimizesA(E; D) for
that decoder) by encodingw 2 [0; 1] by the bit sequencea for which
D(a) is closest tow. One can thus define an accuracy that is dependent
onD only

A(D) :=A(Eopt; D)

= max
a2f0;1g

[minfD(b); D(b) > D(a)g

�maxfD(c); D(c) < D(a)g]=2:

Next, we want to formalize the concept of “democracy.” It turns out
[9] that there are many ways to do this, and that it matters whether one
views democracy as a property of the encoder, of the decoder, or of
the pair encoder+decoder. We shall here concentrate on the decoder.
Intuitively, “democracy” means that all the entries in theN -tuplea 2
f0; 1gN have an equal “influence” in the decoded outcomeD(a). To
turn this into a quantitative statement, consider the decoding error that
results from flipping the bit inkth position

ekD(a) := jD(a)�D('k(a))j

where'k(a) is defined by

('k(a))j := aj ; if j 6= k

('k(a))k := 1� ak:

Democracy should ensure that none of these decoding errors can
become overwhelmingly large, i.e., we should have a reasonable
upper bound on theekD(a). The following easy argument shows that
we cannot pick this upper bound too small. Consider an arbitrary
encoderE (it could beEopt), and take the twoN -bit sequencesE(0)
andE(1); since one can transform one into the other by at mostN
consecutive 1-bit flips, it follows that

1�2A(E; D) � j1�0j�jDE(1)� 1j�jDE(0)�0j

� jDE(1)�DE(0)j � N sup
a2f0;1g ;k=1;...;N

ekD(a):

It seems, therefore, reasonable to state that the decoding process is
democratic only if all theekD(a) are bounded above byC=N ; this be-
comes a meaningful statement only if we impose thatC be independent
of N . This leads to the following definition.

Definition 2.1: A family of maps

fDN : f0; 1g
N ! [0; 1]; N = 1; 2; . . .g

is called democratic if there exists a constantC, independent ofN ,
such that

max
a2f0;1g ; k=1; ...;N

ekD (a) � C=N: (7)
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Remarks:

1) Note that in our definition we leta roam over all off0; 1gN ,
not just over the range ofE, which may be smaller. (For�� en-
coders, for instance, the range ofE is significantly smaller, be-
cause theN -bit sequences that are generated by��-encoding of
constants satisfy very strong constraints.) This is why we stated
above that the notion of democracy defined here is focused on
the decoderonly; if one brings in theencoderas well, matters
become more complicated. For instance, a decoder could well
fail to be democratic in our sense, yet still satisfy a restricted
democracy with respect to the encoding, as in the requirement

max
a2E([0; 1])

max
k=1; ...;N;' (a)2E([0; 1])

ekD(a) � C=N:

In addition, one can also impose a lower bound ofO(N�1) on
theminimumerror. For a discussion of these and additional re-
finements, see [10].

2) For binary encoding and decoding, one hasekD (a) = 2�k,
independently ofN , which is obviously not democratic.

An immediate consequence of (7) is that, for allDN in a democratic
family of decoders, and for alla, b 2 f0; 1gN

jDN (a)�DN(b)j � CdH(a; b)=N

wheredH stands for the Hamming distance

dH(a; b) := #fj; aj 6= bjg

and whereC is the same constant as in (7).
Let us also formalize the concept of optimal accuracy for a family

of decoders.

Definition 2.2: A family of maps

fDN : f0; 1g
N ! [0; 1]; N = 1; 2; . . .g

is called optimally accurate if there exists a constantC, independent of
N , such that

A(DN) � C2�(N+1): (8)

We shall prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.3: If fDN : f0; 1g
N ! [0; 1]; N = 1; 2; . . .g is a

democratic family, then

lim
N!1

inf
v; w2[0;1]; v<w�1=8

2�N#[D�1N ([v; w]) = 0: (9)

Remark: The value1=8 in the statement is completely arbitrary; it
can be replaced by any� in (0; 1=2).

Our main result then follows as a corollary to this theorem.

Theorem 2.4: If fDN : f0; 1g
N ! [0; 1]; N = 1; 2; . . .g is an

optimally accurate family of decoders, then it cannot be democratic.
Proof: Let us denote byuNj ; j = 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2N the linearly

ordered set of elements of[0; 1] that lie in the range ofDN . Because
of (8), every point of[0; 1] must be within a distanceC2�(N+1) of a
uNj , which implies

uN1 �C2�(N+1); uN2 � 1� C2�(N+1)

juNj � uNj+1j � C2�N :

It follows that, forv; w 2 [0; 1] andv < w � C2�N , we must have

#[D�1N ([v; w])] = #fj; v � uNj � wg � C�12N jw � vj � 1:

If v < w � 1=8, then this implies

#fDN : f0; 1g
N ! [0; 1]; N = 1; 2; . . .g

� 1=8jv � wj�1#fDN : f0; 1g
N ! [0; 1]; N = 1; 2; . . .g

� C�1 � 2�N+3;

contradicting (9).

It remains to prove Theorem 2.3. This will be done using a theorem
by Frankl and Füredi [4]. To give the statement of their theorem, we
first need to introduce the notion of a Hamming sphere.

Definition 2.5: A HammingN -sphere with centerc 2 f0; 1gN is
a subsetS of f0; 1gN such that, for somek 2

fa 2 f0; 1gN ; dH(a; c) � kg

� S � fa 2 f0; 1gN ; dH(a; c) � k + 1g:

In [4], Frankl and Füredi proved the following.

Theorem 2.6: For any two subsetsA; B of f0; 1gN , there exist two
HammingN -spheresS0; S1 such that

• S0 has center(0; 0; . . . ; 0), S1 has center(1; 1; . . . ; 1)

• #S0 = #A; #S1 = #B; and

• dH(S0; S1) � dH(A; B) := minfdH(a; b); a 2 A; b 2 Bg.

We now show how this implies our Theorem 2.3.

Proof of Theorem 2.3:Suppose that

fDN : f0; 1g
N ! [0; 1]; N = 1; 2; . . .g

is democratic, i.e., we have

jDN (a)�DN(b)j � C1dH(a; b)=N (10)

and suppose that there exist a constantC2 > 0, and a strictly increasing
sequence(Nl)l2 such that, for allv; w 2 [0; 1] with v + 1=8 < w,
and alll 2

#[D�1N ([v; w]) � C22
N jw � vj: (11)

In the remainder of this proof, we shall consider only values ofN in
this sequence(Nl)l2 . Define subsetsAN andBN of f0; 1gN by

AN = D�1N ([0; 1=4]); BN = D�1N ([3=4; 1]):

Then we immediately have, as a consequence of (11)

#AN � C22
N�2; #BN � C22

N�2: (12)

On the other hand, the distances between all the images, under the de-
coding mapDN , of points inAN andBN , respectively, are at least
1=2 apart, which by (10) implies that

dH(AN ; BN) � C1
�1N=2: (13)

Let us apply Theorem 2.6 to the setsAN andBN ; we have thus
two HammingN -spheresSN0 andSN1 , centered around(0; . . . ; 0)
and(1; . . . ; 1), respectively, with cardinality bounded below by the
right-hand sides of (12), and Hamming distance bounded below by
the right-hand side of (13). By the definition of HammingN -spheres,
this means that there existkN0 andkN1 such that

N � kN0 � kN1 � C1
�1N=2 (14)
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and which satisfy moreover

C22
N�2 �

min(k ; k )+1

m=0

N

m
: (15)

This will lead to a contradiction. Note that (14) implies that1=(2C1)
must be strictly smaller than1; with � := 1=(2C1) 2 (0; 1), we have,
therefore, for allN

min(kN0 ; k
N
1 ) � [kN0 + kN1 ]=2 � (1� �)N=2: (16)

DefinekN := min(kN0 ; k
N
1 ); by using the standard Stirling upper and

lower bounds forM !, we obtain

k +1

m=0

N

m
� [kN + 1]

N

kN + 1

�CN
N

(1� �)N=2

�C0pN 2N (1� �)(1��)(1 + �)(1+�)
�N=2

�C 0pN 2N��N (17)

where� := [(1 � �)(1��)(1 + �)(1+�)]1=2 > 1. Clearly, (15) and
(17) cannot both be valid for arbitrarily largeN . This contradiction
concludes our proof.

III. COMMENTS

Convolutional decoding is very convenient in D/A conversion; the
possibility of using such a simple decoding is one of the reasons of
the success of�� schemes. (There are others; see below.) This is the
“pro” of (this method of) democratic decoding alluded to in our title; the
“con” is, of course, the reduction in possible accuracy that democracy
entails, as shown in Section II.

Theorem 2.4 showed that democracy makes it impossible to beopti-
mally accurate. What aboutsuboptimality? The argument given in the
proof of Theorem 2.3 would no longer work if we deviate from optimal
accuracy by relaxing the exponential decay rate, i.e., if we accept accu-
racy proportional to2�N (instead of2�N ), with 0 <  < 1. In fact,
as pointed out by the following example by Güntürk [9], one can con-
struct decoders that satisfy this suboptimality and that are democratic
according to our definition. ForN = 2M , define a decoderD2M by

D2M(b1; . . . ; b2M) = N�1
M

k=1

bk +N�1
M

k=1

2�kbM+k:

One easily checks that

A(D2M) = 2�M = 2�N=2

and that

max
k=1; ...;2M;a2f0; 1g

ek[D ](a) = 1=M = 2=N:

This example is, therefore, “democratic” in the sense of Definition 2.1
and has exponential accuracy, corresponding to = 1=2; it can be
adapted to achieve other 2 (0; 1). Nevertheless, the two groups of
bits in this example clearly have a different share of “influence” in the
outcome; this suggests that Definition 2.1 is too weak, and that more
detailed descriptions are required to exclude it and others of its type;
Güntürk’s work [10] addresses this issue and proves some interesting
results on�� quantization in this context. It is not clear, at this point,

what type of restrictions on the accuracy follow from such stronger
notions of “democracy”; this is a subject for future work.

It is important to note that for constant input, the encoding schemes
encountered in��modulation, which were the motivation for this cor-
respondence, have a particular “embedding” structure, not exploited in
this correspondence, in that the encoders can be viewed as finite pro-
jections of a single infinite encoding stream. More specifically, one can
define a mapE from [0; 1] to f0; 1g , from which other mapsEM;N

from [0; 1] to f0; 1gN are derived by[EM;N (a)]j = [E(a)]M+j ,
with j ranging from1 toN ; the decodersDN mentioned in the Intro-
duction are then independent ofM (a consequence, for the particular
case of constant input, of the “convolutional” structure of the recon-
struction formulas valid for more general band-limited functions, and
of the finite length of the reconstruction filtersh—see [7], [9]); one is
interested in bounds onA(EM;N ; DN) that do not depend onM . It is
not known whether suboptimal but exponential accuracy (with < 1)
is possible if we impose this extra “embedded” structure. It therefore
remains an open problem how much, if any, improvement can be made
over (5) for 1-bit quantization of band-limited functions.

Another comment concerns an improvement on a slightly different
type of �-dependent reconstruction for�� schemes with constant
input. One easy (albeit impractical) way to choose the filtersh in (1)
is to pick a functionH such that its infinitely differentiable Fourier
transformĤ is supported in[�2��; 2��], such thatĤ(�) = 1 for
j�j � ��, and to seth(�)k := ��1H(k=��). These filters are no
longer finite, but because of the smoothness ofĤ they decay faster
than any inverse polynomial. If convolution with suchinfinite filters
is allowed, then a construction by Konyagin [16] improves on��

schemes by choosing a sequenceq
(�)
n in such a way that, uniformly for

a 2 (�1; 1) andk 2 , and keepingH fixed, one has the following
stronger decay estimate:

a�
l

h
(�)
k�lq

(�)
l � Ce��

p
�: (18)

Because the filters are no longer finite, this does not quite fit in the
framework described in this correspondence; however, theh(�) in
Konyagin’s construction do “spread” linearly in�, like the finite filters
considered earlier. Note also that Konyagin’s estimate holds for allk,
which means that hisq(�)l are democratic. The bound (18) is much
better than (5), and it holds out hope that much better than (5) can
be achieved even for finite filters, although it is not clear at this point
how to use Konyagin’s construction with finite filters. In addition, it is
not clear either whether his method can be extended to band-limited
rather than constant input.

Finally, it should be noted that��-encoders have many other virtues
than the possibility of decoding their output democratically. One of
their amazing advantages is their robustness: imperfections in the quan-
tizer do not affect the rate of convergence in� given in (2), whereas the
same imperfections would lead to a strictly positive lower bound on the
error in a binary encoding procedure, regardless of� (see [2], [3]). It
turns out that one can devise encoding schemes that have robustness
properties similar to�� schemes, but that nevertheless exhibit (sub-
optimal) exponential accuracy for the representation of bounded band-
limited functions [3]; the schemes constructed in [3] cannot, however,
be decoded democratically. It would be extremely interesting to know
whether the convenience of democratic (convolutional) decoding is
compatible with exponential accuracy, albeit suboptimal, for bounded
band-limited functions. This is another question for future work.

Note Added in Proof

In February 2002, C. Sinan Güntürk constructed sigma–delta en-
coders and decoders that give exponential precision for all bounded
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band-limited functions. The decoders are still convolutional, and thus
democratic; in his construction, the rate of the exponential decay of the
error, shown here to be necessarily strictly inferior to1, is smaller than
1 by several orders of magnitude.
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Error Exponents of Expander Codes

Alexander Barg, Senior Member, IEEE,and Gilles Zémor

Abstract—We show that expander codes attain the capacity of the bi-
nary-symmetric channel under iterative decoding. The error probability
has a positive exponent for all rates between zero and channel capacity.
The decoding complexity grows linearly with code length.

Index Terms—Expander code, iterative decoding, Ramanujan graph.

I. INTRODUCTION

Constructing families of codes of growing lengthN with low error
probability and large minimum distance is one of the main problems of
coding theory. The first result that gave us codes together with a poly-
nomial decoding algorithm that achieves an exponentially small error
probability goes back to Forney [3], and relies on a concatenated con-
struction. Specifically, it states that for any" > 0 there exists an infinite
family of easily constructible codes of rateR that are decodable with
complexityO(N2) and error probabilityPe � 2�Nf (R; p), wherep
is the bit transition probability of the binary symmetric channel and
where

f1(R; p) = max
R�R <1�H(p)

E(R0; p)(1�R=R0)� ": (1)

HereE(R0; p) is the “random coding exponent” [4] andH(�) is the
binary entropy function. Thus,f1(R; p) > 0 for all ratesR up to the
channel capacity. A similar idea was used by Zyablov in [10] to con-
struct codes with polynomial decoding complexity and relative distance
arbitrarily close to

�(R) = (1�R=R0)H
�1(1�R0) (R � R0 � 1): (2)

Thus, for these codes we have�(R) > 0 for any valueR of the code
rate 0 � R < 1. These results underwent a number of improve-
ments (surveyed, for instance, in [2]), but until recently no codes were
known with lower decoding complexity and nonvanishing relative dis-
tance and/or error exponent for nontrivial values of the code rate.

The first result of this kind [7] gives us a family of codes, based on a
graph-theoretic approach of [8] and constructions of Ramanujan graphs
[5], [6]. The result is as follows.

Theorem 1 [7]: For any" > 0, there exists a polynomial-time con-
structible family of codes with distance��" and rate1�2H(

p
�) for

which any� < �=48 fraction of errors can be corrected by a circuit of
sizeO(N logN) and depthO(logN). The complexity of a sequential
implementation of this decoding isO(N).

This result was a remarkable novelty because not only did it decrease
the complexity of decoding but it was also the first time that concatena-
tion was not used to construct families of binary codes with a nontrivial
rate and a nonzero relative minimal distance. It implies the existence
of linear-time decodable codes withR > 0 for 0 � � < 0:0121.

Sipser–Spielman’s decoding algorithm was modified in [9] where
the factor48 was improved to4. In the present correspondence, we
study the error probability for iterative decoding of expander codes and
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